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Japan Day Overview by Yuko Howes, Chairman
What were you doing on Monday, 25th of August this
year? Well, I’m sure everybody was spending a most
precious day, but I hope some of you were sharing a
wonderful time with us at our Japan Day at Midland
Hotel Manchester.
As some of you might remember, this year is our 10th
anniversary, and I was very happy to be able to hold
our Japan Day in such a special year. We were
honoured by the visit of Cultural Minister, Hideki Asari,
from the Japanese Embassy in London, our official
Japan Day Co-organiser, who opened our Japan Day.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

This year’s Japan Day was our fifth, and I have worked
as participant coordinator for the last three. Each time,
Japan Day evolves into a new stage. This year, besides
our precious regular exhibitors, such as Northern Token
(Japanese swords) Society, Braid Society and Yukata
(Japanese casual kimono) dressing, I managed to get
several new exhibitors: Japanese weaving
demonstration and workshop, Kanzashi (Japanese hair
accessory) stall, Netsuke stall, AnimUK (who sell Anime
related merchandise) and 4 manga artists; a nice
mixture of both traditional and modern Japanese
culture.
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There were 32 stalls and 6 performers in total. Angela
Davies, the Kagawa Prefecture Ambassador, had a stall
to promote Kagawa prefecture in Shikoku in Japan.
The popular Japanese restaurant, Yuzu, also
participated for the first time and their chicken Karaage bento boxes sold out in no time.

Among various new things for this year’s Japan Day,
probably the most exciting was Katsura Sunshine’s
Rakugo (Japanese traditional comic storytelling)
performance. It was very lucky for us that his visit to
Europe and our Japan Day’s timing coincided. His
performance entertained the entire audience and
opened up their eyes to the idea that Japanese can be
funny.
After his performance, Sunshine perked up our Japan
Day closing, by drawing our raffle winners. Luckily,
our first-prize winner was still present, and could walk
off with the giant picnic hamper generously donated
by HW Moon Toyota.

Yuko Howes and the Japanese Embassy’s Cultural
Minister Hideki Asari
We also managed to hold the tea ceremony in
authentic fashion for the first time at Japan Day thanks
to the generosity of Mrs. Isobe, who performed a
beautiful tea ceremony free of charge in the Trafford
Suite.
Katsura Sunshine draws lucky raffle winners
Learning from the 2010 Japan Day at the Midland
Hotel, which was very overcrowded, we booked two
extra halls this time, one for martial arts
demonstrations and tea ceremony, and the other as a
food court. Nonetheless, we still filled to capacity,
and our attendance counter recorded over 2200!
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to all
those who were involved: Committee members,
exhibitors, volunteers, and of course, visitors.
本当に有難うございました。
Mrs Isobe performing the Tea Ceremony
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Article by Yuko Howes.
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Japan Day- The Alexandra Suite, Midland Hotel
The Japan Day 2014 main stage was located in the
Midland Hotel’s Alexandra Suite-which contained the
whole of the previous Manchester Japan Day (2010)
event. On this stage we were treated to performances
by Cumbria’s taiko Thunderdrummers, Awa Siren’s
beautiful dance, Liam Morgan on Shamisen, Jill Clay’s
excellent Kimono Kitsuke demonstration, Sumie Kent’s
fantastic Koto playing and, lightening the mood
completely, the antics of the boisterous and highly
colourful cosplayers (see article below right)Awa Siren performs the lovely “Awa Odori” dance

Sumie Kent plays the Koto

The Cosplay Competition
One of the highlights of this year’s Japan Day was
the cosplay competition. Japan Day saw a large
turnout of people dressed in both cosplay and Lolita
style, and over 40 contestants joined the
competition for a chance to strut their stuff on
stage and win a prize. With many eye catching and
well-made costumes it was difficult to decide on
winners, but after much deliberation we managed
in the end! The results were, in reverse orderSpecial mentions to- Totoro (see front page) and
Wolf Man for the quality of their handmade
costumes;
Third place- Haku from Spirited Away;
Second place- L and Light Duo from Death Note;
Grand prize winner!!! -Lightning from Final Fantasy
XVIII.
Our winners took away goodies such as tickets to
the Doki Doki Japanese Festival and products from
AnimUK. Hope to see all you cosplayers again next
Japan Day!

Liam Morgan, Shamisen
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk

Article by Sally Myers
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Japan Day- The Trafford Suite, Midland Hotel
Martial Arts in the Trafford Suite
Starting proceedings in front of a full house were the
loud and dramatic Kobudokan Kendo, the thud of
bamboo swords against armour and kiais
(shouts/screams) resounding through the room.

Katsura Sunshine- Canadian Rakugo Master
Rakugo as a comedy form has been described as a
“sitcom with a single person playing all the parts”. The
entertainer sits on stage in “seiza” position and, using
only a small cloth and paper fan as props, tells a long
comedic story using only slight changes in pitch, tone,
and angle of the head to indicate different characters.
Katsura Sunshine-a tall, blond Canadian-has been
performing Rakugo in Japan for years. Having endured
the same tough training as native Japanese performers
he is so at ease with Japanese and Rakugo that, when
performing at a Hokkaido high school, he received
comments from students such as “Sunshine-san speaks
English almost like a native speaker” and “Sunshine-san
speaks very good English. I was surprised”.

Kaze Arashi Ryu followed with a quieter demonstration
of traditional budo forms using practise sword on
naginata (spear shaft with sword blade) and sword on
sword. This martial art also has unarmed or “empty
hand” forms of combat in its repertoire. Next came the
Zen-like approach of Iaido (the art of drawing the sword)
demonstrated by Keith Rose of Doshinkenyukai. Keith
held the audience transfixed as he performed his sword
kata (movements) using a real, very sharp katana
(sword). Following Keith were Yanagi-Ryu ju-jitsu who,
with one member resplendent in full red and black
samurai armour, gave a lively demonstration showcasing
both unarmed combat against an armed opponent, as
well as weapons techniques.
Throughout the day Manchester Kyudo Group provided
a display of Japanese archery in a corner of the Trafford
Suite. Like Iaido, it uses Zen-like concentration/
observance of form when releasing the arrow to the
target-in this case a traditional straw bundle (makiwara).
All clubs gave explanations throughout their displays,
with visitors also taking the opportunity to speak to the
clubs at their tables. Given the rapt attention of the
audience throughout the day, it is safe to say the martial
arts displays were a resounding success.
Article by Rob Bierman.

Sunshine began by singing “If You’re Happy and You
Know It”, and inviting the audience to clap at the end of
each sentence. He then sang the song in Japanese but
the audience STILL managed to clap in all the right
places, which greatly impressed Sunshine. His sketches
went on to include one about the 47 different ways of
saying “thank you” in Japan, a story about a boy with
an extremely long name, and finally the tale of the job
found for a man who wasn’t very smart, wasn’t very
strong, wasn’t very good at getting up or working late,
and yet wanted 10,000 yen a day.
Sunshine’s performance was a real treat and if you
want to see more he is performing at Manchester’s
Comedy Store on 22nd November, so don’t miss it!
Article by Tim Evans.
All Japan Day photos courtesy of Kevin Howes.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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New Committee Members Introduce Themselves
PAUL REGAN I joined JSNW three years ago and during that time I've started to feel quite at
home at JSNW events and a strong member of the community. I very much appreciate the
amount of events the society organise and how much they've brought Japan to my local
area, so I thought it logical to try and give a little back.
Where did it all start for me? Sometime in 1986 to be exact. My mum saw an advert for
Karate in the Warrington Guardian and wondered if I fancied trying it- I took up the offer and
started on my path, unaware of what it meant to my life. The 80's also saw a martial arts boom on TV- “Karate Kid”
was a huge success and there was a flood of low budget Hollywood ninja films. If I was lucky, Dad would wake me up
and I was allowed to come downstairs and watch bits of them. This gradually opened my eyes to wider Japanese
culture.
The late 80's/early 90's saw the rise in Japanese games consoles and games. My attention was again taken eastward,
and to a new Japanese subculture which I still love today.
There was also significant media interest in Japanese manga during the 80’s and 90’s, which opened my eyes to the
whole genre- I learned to appreciate the many different styles of manga including family-friendly films such as those
of Studio Ghibli. I was lucky to grow up in an era when interest in Japanese culture was increasing in the UK.
As for the country itself I've only been able to visit once. I saved up well and took a full guided tour to get as much as
I could out of my trip. An experience I'll never forget but hopefully one I can repeat in the future.
I look forward to working hard for the society, attending events and meeting everyone. With everyone's support
though I wish to develop my character and do my best for the committee and our members.

CLAIRE GARDNER I joined Japan Society North West at Japan Day in 2013, which happened
to be my first day in Liverpool after moving from Glasgow. I loved seeing all the stalls
encompassing so many aspects of Japanese culture, with the chance to learn something new
at every turn. Little did I know I would be joining the committee a year later in August 2014,
and plunged headfirst into working at this year’s Japan Day!
I don’t recall when I first became interested in Japan. I had watched some Japanese animes and really enjoyed them,
but it was the incredible pictures, of temples, shrines, castles, festivals and nature that really drew me in.
In my final year of university I was lucky enough to be selected for an IAESTE internship in Japan, where I worked in a
chemistry lab at the University of Tokyo (IAESTE is an exchange program for students with technical degrees, offering
traineeships in countries all over the world). I found myself surrounded by great colleagues, welcoming me into their
group (“Do you want to go on our lab trip to the country on your first weekend here?” – Of course I do!) and being
very patient with me, since I couldn’t speak Japanese. I met lots of wonderful friends through the IAESTE Tokyo
Branch and visited as many places as possible, Kyoto being my favourite. I got the chance to have some fantastic
experiences – making soba noodles, watching baseball at the Tokyo Dome, grilling yakiniku, visiting Tokyo Disney
Sea, staying in a traditional ryokan. I saw countless shrines, temples, museums and historical buildings, which
sparked an interest in Japanese history. I also discovered some incredible food, okonomiyaki topping my list.
I left Japan with wonderful memories and a passion for the culture, which I can share as a part of the Japan Society
committee. I hope to help host lots of diverse events to showcase all aspects of Japan, and get some delicious food
into as many of these events as possible.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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Recipe: Hiroshima-style Okonomiyaki
Okonomiyaki is a type of savoury pancake whose name means “as you like it” and, as this suggests, the recipe,
ingredients and cooking method vary between regions, cities and even households! The most famous types are
Osaka-style, where the ingredients are mixed before cooking, and Hiroshima-style, where the ingredients are cooked
in layers. Today we’ll take a look at Hiroshima-style.
Okonomiyaki is usually cooked on a flat griddle, but simple styles can be cooked in a frying pan. With complex types
like Hiroshima-style this becomes difficult as the layers need transferring intact, however it is possible to cook it
using two frying pans and two stiff fish
slices.
Ingredients: (for 2 okonomiyaki)
100g plain flour
3 eggs
150 ml water
200g finely sliced white cabbage
8 rashes of streaky bacon
2 bags of yakisoba noodles
Yakisoba sauce
Okonomi sauce
Japanese mayonnaise
2 spring onions finely chopped
Katsuo (bonito) flakes
Aonori dried seaweed
Oil for frying
Obviously you can play around with the ingredients “as you like it”. Long vegetables such as courgettes and carrots
or sliced large flat mushrooms make a great vegetarian substitute for bacon, and brown sauce is a good substitute
for the Japanese sauces.
First you need to make the pancake batter. Mix the flour, one egg and the water to make a smooth, thin batter. Heat
up a little oil in one pan, then pour in one half of the batter and spread it into a thin pancake. Once the batter is
nearly cooked, put half of the cabbage on top of the pancake, then layer the bacon on top of that. Heat up a small
amount of oil in the second pan. Once it’s hot, spread it so it won’t run, then place the second pan upside down over
the first. Get ready… then flip! Hopefully the contents will now be safely inverted in the second pan!
While the okonomiyaki is frying on top of the bacon, put a little oil in the first pan and fry up one bag of noodles. Add
a squirt of yakisoba sauce for flavour then spread the noodles out. Then carefully use the two fish slices to transfer
the okonomiyaki onto the noodles. Beat one of the remaining eggs in a bowl then heat up some oil in the second pan.
Pour in the beaten egg and spread it into the same size as the pancake. Once it is almost cooked, use the fish slices
to transfer the okonomiyaki onto the egg. Once the egg is finished, get a large plate and place it over the pan… then
flip! Your okonomiyaki should be perfectly aligned without a noodle or cabbage scrap out of place.
For those of us who are not Japanese, hide the damage with the okonomi sauce and mayonnaise, squirted over in
lines. Squirt one sauce horizontally and the other vertically for a decorative effect, then top with half the spring
onions, a handful of katsuo flakes, a sprinkling of aonori and there you have it, one delicious okonomiyaki!
Repeat the above steps with the remaining ingredients and you have TWO fabulous okonomiyaki guaranteed to
impress even the most homesick of Japanese friends or nervous of British palates. Cut into squares for ease of
sharing or simply enjoy in the kitchen and pretend you messed the first one up!
Article by Tobietta Rhyman, photo by Tim Evans.

Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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JSNW Member Interests- Analysis

We at JSNW like to ensure that we tailor our events to suit our members’ interests. When members sign up we ask
you what your interests are, and we collect this information to see what the current trends are. Currently our most
popular member interests are Language, Food, History and Films. It’s no surprise then our monthly Japanese
Conversation Evenings, which include both language and food, are so popular! The areas our members are least
interested in currently are textiles, flower arranging, bonsai and sumo. Do you agree with this list? We would love to
hear more about what events our members would like to see, so let us know your ideas here at
membership@jsnw.org.uk
Article by Sally Myers
Editor’s Comment
I hope many of you had the chance to go to Japan Day, which was a huge success and terrific fun for everyone
involved in organising it. The feedback we received from participants and visitors has been highly positive, although
with such a big festival not everything will be perfect and we have noted useful feedback about things that could
have been done better, so we can improve for next time- which will be in Liverpool, in 2016.
We have a Twitter account from which we love receiving comments and contact, plus a really active Facebook
group which is getting bigger all the time. And if you want to see videos of Fuyuki Enokido’s brilliant koto
performance from 2012, or footage of this year’s or previous year’s Japan Days, we also have a Youtube account at
youtube.com/user/jsnworguk/ so please visit that as well.
If you have ideas for articles you wish to submit please contact me at newsletter@jsnw.org.uk!!! Thank you.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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FUTURE JSNW EVENTS
Japanese Social and Conversation Evenings.

Katsura Sunshine, “Rakugo” Comedy Master

Keep an eye open for our social and conversation
evenings- odd months in Manchester, even months in
Liverpool. Please check our website for details!!

Saturday 22nd November, 4pm- 5.30pm.

We can’t promise it will be this explosive every time
but it will certainly be fun.

Bonenkai (End of Year Celebration)
13th December, 7pm – 9pm
Padgate Community Centre, Warrington, WA2 OQS.

Comedy Store, Deansgate Locks, Whitworth Street
West, Manchester, M1 5LH.

Following his triumphant performance at Japan Day,
Manchester is set to receive even more Sunshine.
“Rakugo” is an ancient tradition of Japanese comic
storytelling in which a lone performer, kneeling on a
cushion and using only a fan and hand towel as
props, tells often long and complicated comic
anecdotes featuring several characters. The
different characters are indicated only by slight
changes in tone or pitch of the comedian’s voice, or
by the angle of his head.
Katsura Sunshine is Canadian but has been expertly
practicing his “Rakugo” trade in Japan for years,
where he is very popular. Don’t miss the
opportunity to see him demonstrate this ancient
and hilarious comedy form.

Full details to be confirmed, please see our website
www.jsnw.org.uk

Tickets (£10 for JSNW and JETAA members, £12
non-members) are available online, from the
Comedy Store only, athttp://thecomedystore.co.uk/manchester/?datew
eeks=Mon+17+Nov+2014

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT WWW.JSNW.ORG.UK, WE ARE ALSO ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER.
Visit our web site at jsnw.org.uk
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